Neptune
oeography, by pennitting mushroom growing season~ly or at elevations with suitable temperatures. Use of

the bag culture technique has made it possible to grow
rnore species on a variety of agricultural waste materials in more countries.
In the quest to improve composts, deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) recombinant technology is being investioated to isolate microorganisms that break down
lignin or cellulose. Mushroom cultivars are being
iJnproved through standard breeding techniques and
specialized protoplast fusion procedures for genetic
manipulation of species. Other areas of research
jnvolve the use of mushroom mycelium grown on
agricultural or food-processing wastes as human food
or food supplements and the use of exhausted compost
as animal fodder.
For background information SEE F u:vG1; MusHROOM
in the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology.
Philip G. Miles
Bibliography. S. T. Chang and W. A. Hayes, The

Biology and Cultivation of Edible Mushrooms ,
1979; S. T. Chang and P. G. Miles, Edible Mushrooms and Their Cultivation , 1989; S. T. Chang
and T. H. Quimio, Tropical Mushrooms: Biological Nature and Cultivation Methods, 1982; P. B.
Flegg, D. M. Spencer, and D. A. Wood, The
Biology and Technology of the Cultivated Mushroom , 1985.
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Atmosphere. The temperature of Neptune's atmosphere is remarkably similar to that of Uranus, although solar heating is stronger in the equatorial
region of Neptune and stronger in the polar region of
Uranus. On both planets, the polar and equatorial
temperatures are essentially the same, and the midlatitudes several degrees cooler. With an effective temperature of -353°F (59 K), Neptune radiates about
2.7 times as much energy as it absorbs from the Sun.
A minimum temperature of about - 369°F (50 K) is
found 30 mi (50 km) above the cloud tops, increasing
to 900°F (750 K) in the extreme upper atmosphere.
Neptune's atmosphere is mainly hydrogen. Helium
is probably the second most abundant gas, although
only an upper limit of about one helium atom for
every three hydrogen molecules has been established.
Methane gas is present in smaller amounts, and its
absorption of red light gives eptune a characteristic
blue color (hydrogen and helium absorb very little
visible sunlight). A transparent cloud of methane ice
forms at a pressure of 1.2 atm ( 120 kilopascals).
Below the methane ice cloud, absorption by ammonia
gas prevented Voyager 2's radio signal from probing
the atmosphere to greater depths.
The most prominent cloud features in Neptune 's
atmosphere (Fig. 2) include an Earth-sized great dark
spot near - 22° latitude, a bright feature nicknamed
Scooter near -42°, and a smaller dark spot with a
bright central core near - 54°. The regions from + 6°
to +25° and from -45° to - 70° latitude are darker.
Bright cirruslike features flank the great dark spot and

Neptune
The Voyager 2 encounter with Neptune was the final
leg in a 12-year tour of the four giant outer planets.
Designed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the
California Institute of Technology under contract with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), Voyager 2 was launched on August 20,
1977. Following its twin , Voyager I , in encounters
with Jupiter and Saturn, it continued separately to
Uranus and then Neptune, almost 2.8 x 109 mi
(4.5 x 109 km) from the Sun. At Neptune, numerous
scientific investigations returned a wealth of information about the most remote objects yet visited in the
solar system .
The Neptune flyby trajectory (Fig. 1) was chosen to
pennit ( I) a close approach to Neptune's largest
moon, Triton, with passage behind Triton as viewed
from Sun and Earth; (2) a close polar approach to
Neptune, including passage behind the planet as
viewed from Sun and Earth; and (3) timing of closest
approach so that the Neptune-Triton shadow passages
would occur at high elevation angles while stations
near Canberra, Australia, were tracking the spacecraft.
At closest approach to Neptune (4:02 Greenwich
Mean Time on August 25 , 1989), Voyager 2 was
Within 3040 mi (4900 km) of the cloud tops in the
north polar region. At 9: I0, the spacecraft came
within 24,730 mi (39,800 km) of the center of Triton ,
the largest satellite of Neptune.

Voyager 2 at

closest
approach
to Neptune

- 3h

Earth and Sun

Voyager 2 at _

5
closest
approac h"-..,_
to Trito n •

h

~- Triton·s Sun
"-- and Earth
occultat1on
zones
;,:
Fig. 1. Voyager 2 Neptune flyby trajectory. rick marks along trajectory indicate Voyager's
position at 1-h intervals.
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Neptune
region. eptune's field may be represented as a dipole
tilted 47° with respect to the rotation axis and offset
from Neptune's center by 0.55 planetary radius. The
strength of the magnetic field at Neptune's cloud taps
would be roughly one-third that at the Earth's surface
except for the large variation resulting from the dipot~
offset.
The incident olar wind deforms the magnetic field
creating a magnetic tail behind the planet. Voyager
left the magnetic field at a distance of about
1.11 x I06 mi ( 1.79 x 106 km); multiple bow shock
crossings were observed near 2.5 x 106 mi
(4.0 x I06 km) about 65 h after the closest approach.
The maximum number density of charged particles
observed within the magnetosphere was 23 particles
per cubic inch ( 1.4 particles per cubic centimeter), the
smallest observed by Voyager 2 in any magnetosphere. The most like ly source for the lighter particles
(mainly hydrogen) is Neptune's atmosphere; heavier
particles are fewer and probably originate from Triton's atmosphere. Significant fluxes of energetic ions
and electrons are trapped in the magnetic field and
strongly absorbed by satellites and ring particles.
Radio bursts at frequencies from I00 kHz to 1.3
MHz were measurable at a distance of more than
2.5 x 107 mi (4.0 x I07 km) from Neptune. These
bursts occuned with a periodicity of 16. 11 h, possibly
originating near the south magnetic pole and triggered
by the solar wind once each planetary rotation. Closer
to the planet, episodes of smooth emissions were also
detected, apparently generated continuously by a
source region rotating with the planet. Several familiar
types of plasma waves were detected during the
encounter, but there was no indication of lightninggenerated plasma waves.
Rings. Voyager 2 found a system of prograde.
equatorial, circular rings (Table 1). The outermost , at
a distance of 39, 100 mi (62,900 km) from the planet's
center, has three brighter arcs (Fig. 3), which had
been detected during stellar occultation with Earthbased telescopes. The origin of these arcs is not
understood; two are just over 2500 mi (4000 km) in
length , and the longest is about 7000 mi ( 11,000 km).
arrow rings can be confined by nearby satellites
(ring shepherds). The small satellites I 989N4 and
I989N3 orbit just inside I 989NR I and J989NR2.
respectively, and may prevent ring material from

i

Fig. 2. Voyager 2 Image of Neptune showing the great dark spot at 22"S and the small dark
spot at 54°5.

occupy narrow latitude ranges near + 27° and - 71 °.
The equatorial radius of Neptune is 15.390 mi (24,7ffJ
km).
eptune's cloud features move at speeds ranging
from 45 mi/h (20 mis) eastward at - 54° latitude to
725 mi/h (325 mis) westward at - 22°. Wind speeds
are measured with respect to the rotation of eptune's
interior. which has a period of 16.11 h as determined
from recurrent bursts of radio signals generated by
particles spiraling in the planetary magnetic field.
Magnetosphere. eptune's magnetic field was first
detected from radio emissions 8 days before the
closest approach, about 7.0 x 106 mi (1.2 x J07
km) from the planet. Voyager 2 crossed a bow shock
sunward of the magnetic field 540,000 mi (8ffJ,OOO
km) from Neptune. Between 410,000 and 350.000 mi
(660,000 and 570.000 km) Voyager 2 entered the
highly tilted magnetic field very near its pole, permitting the first observations of a pole-on magnetosphere
in which the solar wind is incident on the magnetic
polar region rather than on the magnetic equator

Table 1. Neptune rings
Mean distance from Neptune
center

Width

Designation

mi

km

mi

1989NR3

26,000
24,000
30,000
33,100
33,100
37,000
39,100

41,900
38,000
49,000
53,200
53,200
59,000
62,900

1100·

km
1100·

10

15

1989NR2t
1989NR4
1989NR1

'FuR width at half maximum.

tNanow and unresolved on Voyager 2 images.

Comments
High dust content
Inner extent?
Outer extent?
High dust content
Inner edge of plateau
Outer edge of plateau
Contains 3 bright dusty

.cs

Neptune
spiraling inward toward Neptune. No ring shepherds
have been found at the outer edges of these rings,
although satellites with diameters below about 7 mi
(12 km) would escape detection.
The dust content of I989NR2 and I 989NR3 is
abOut twice that of the other rings and much more than
that of the main rings of Saturn and Uranus. The three
arcs also seem to have more dust than the remainder of
t989NRI.
Satellites. The six new satellites discovered by
Vovager 2 (Table 2) orbit the planet in prograde,
ci~ular paths. Of these, five orbit within 1° of
Neptune's equatorial plane; l 989N6 has an inclination
close to 5°. All are distinctly different from Triton and
ereid. with respective orbital inclinations of 157°
and 29°. Because of its highly elliptical orbit, Nereid's
distance from Neptune varies from 8. 6 x I05 to
5.99 x 106 mi ( 1.39 X 106 to 9.64 X 106 km). Triton orbits in locked rotation, with the same side
always facing the planet; the regular satellites discovered by Voyager 2 should share this characteristic.
Nereid·s highly elliptical orbit makes it unlikely that
its rotation and orbital periods are equal. However, no
brightness variations were detected by Voyager 2.
and Nereid's rotation period remains unknown.
The disks of all eight satellites were resolved in the
best images. Nevertheless, the diameters in Table 2
for the three inner satellites are calculated on the

Fig. 3. Two main rings of Neptune (1989NR1 and 1989NR2)
with three arcs of brighter material in the outer ring.

Table2.

Fig. 4. Image of Triton showing the diversity of its surface. The bright south polar cap is
probably subliming layers of nitrogen ice. The darker surface may be due to a thin layer of
organic material produced photochemically or by particle irradiation.

assumption that their surface retlectivities are consistent with the 5-6% retlectivities of I989N I, I989N2,
and I 989N3. Surface features may be seen in the best
images of I989N I and l 989N2. both of which appear
to be heavily cratered and nonspherical. Some of the
other small satellites may be fragments of larger ones.
Triton, with a density of 2.07 g/cm3 ( 129 lb/ft 3), is
approximately seven-tenths rock and three-tenths water ice. Its atmosphere is mainly nitrogen, with some
methane. The atmospheric pressure near the surface is
16 microbars ( 1.6 pascals). and winds probably result
as nitrogen sublimes in the warmer illuminated regions and condenses in the colder regions.
Triton's surface appears to be geologically young
and relatively uncratered (Fig. 4). A covering of
seasonal ice (probably nitrogen) dominates the polar
regions south of latitude - 15° where the surface
temperature is - 391 °F (38 K); the season is late
spring in Triton's southern hemisphere. This ice has a

Neptune satellites
Mean distance from Neptune
center

Designation
1989N6
1989N5
1989N3
1989N4
1989N2
1989N1
Triton
Nereid
'Approximate.

mi

29,800
31.100
32,600
38,500
45,700
73,100
220,500
3,425,900

km
48,000
50,000
52,500
62,000
73.600
117,600

354,800
5,513,400
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Diameter
Period,h
7.1
7.5
8.0
10.3
13.3
26.9
141.0
8.643.1

mi
34
50
110

90
120
250
1681
210

km
54
80
180
150
190
400
2705
340

Reflectivity,%
6'
6'
6
5.4
5.6
6.0

60-90
14
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Fig. 5. Icy caldera,
about 125 mi (200 km)
in diameter, on Triton' s
surface.
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slight reddish tint, suggesting the presence of organic
material produced photochemically or by energetic
particle irradiation. A thin layer, perhaps of fresh
nitrogen frost, occupies the equatorial regions of
Triton at most longitudes. This layer appears as a
bright, s lightly blue coloration that does not obscure
the underlying topography. orth of the equator the
surface has a variety of terrain types: the most widespread of these has the textural appearance of a
cantaloupe and is found primarily in the western
(trailing) hemisphere of Triton , consisting of depresions crisscrossed by ridges. The eastern (leading)
hemisphere consists of a series of much smoother
units. including frozen lakes of water ice surrounded
by terraces, indicative of multiple epochs of flooding
(Fig. 5). All of Triton ·s surface features are apparently
overlain by a thin layer of methane and nitrogen ice
and their derivatives. Although the surface appears to
be geologically young, features in the eastern half of
the eptune-facing hemisphere are slightly more
heavily cratered and hence older.
Within the polar regions are large numbers of wind
streaks. Since they seem to overJje seasonal ice
deposits. they are probably less than I 00 years old.
Indeed, several active plumes were discovered near
the subsolar latitude ( - 55°): o ne of these rose vertically to an altitude of about 5 mi (8 km) and then
formed a westward wind-driven trail of material more
than 90 mi ( 150 km) long. These plumes may result
from heating and sublimation of nitrogen ice from
below, although the source of heat is unknown.
Subsurface vapor pressures a hundred times higher
than existing surface pressures are explosively released, and dark material in the exit is carried by the
nitrogen to high altitudes.
Because Triton is in a retrograde orbit about eptune, it is probably a captured object formed elsewhere in the outer solar sy tern . Following capture,
tidal forces from Neptune would have kept Triton
molten for much of its early hi tory as its initially
eccentric orbit became circular. Triton's original surface would have been substantially altered during such

extended heating. and heavier rocky material WotJkf
have senled to form a 1200-mi-diameter (2000..krn
core. Tidal heating may have caused repeated rneJti~
of surface ice to form the observed terracect i
calderas and to have forced viscous ice eruptio:
along surface cracks.
Future of Voyager 1 and 2. As detailed analysis of
the Voyager 2 encounter progresses over the next few
years, understanding of Neptune and its rings, satellites, and magnetosphere will grow. In the meantime
the two Voyager spacecraft will continue to expJ~
the charged particles and magnetic fields beyond the
planets, eventually reaching the heliopause, the
boundary between the solar wind and the interstellar
wind. If the spacecraft continue to operate as well in
the future as they have in the past. they should have
sufficient electrical power and attitude-control fuel to
continue transmitting data until at least 2015. By thar
time Voyager I and 2. at distances 130 and 110 times
the Earth-Sun distance, may be in the interstellar
medium.
For background information SEE NEPTUNE; Pu.~·E
TARr P111"S1cs; S ov.R WIND; SPACE PROB£ in the
McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology .
Edward C. Stone; Ellis 0. Miner
Bibliography. J . K. Beatty, B. O'Leary , and
A. Chaikin (eds.). The New Solar System, 2d ed ..
1982: Report of Voyager science teams, Science,
246: 1417- 1501 , 1989.

Nobel prizes
The Nobel prizes for 1989 included the following
awards for scientific disciplines.
Medicine or physiology. J . Michael Bishop and
Harold Yarmus of the University of California, San
Francisco, were awarded the prize for their wort
directed at understanding the genetic basis of human
cancers. Bishop, a virologist and biochemist, and
Yarmu . whose research has focused on molecular
virology and oncogenetics, began their collaboration
in 1970 while they were examining a family of
retroviruses, some of which were known to cause
cancers in animals. By infecting normal cells with a
retrovirus, Bishop and Varmus were able to transform
these normal cell into cancer cells. To apply this
research to human carcinogenesis, the scientists investigated the action of proto-oncogenes, the cellular
genes that control the growth and development of
cells. If the proto-oncogene were incorporated or
mutated by a virus, the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
of the virus could remain part of the cellular gene and
could be replicated along with it. In 1976, Bishop and
Yarmus demonstrated that a malfunction in cells thal
were thought to be normal but in fact contained viral
DNA could cause the uncontrolled cell growth and
abnormalities that are characteristic of cancer cell ·
Their work has led to the identification of almost 50
celluJar genes that can become cancer-causing genes·
or oncogenes. These oncogenes are being studied to

